Abstract. We prove that if M is a closed smooth manifold and M¡, i = 1.k, are transversally intersecting closed smooth submanifolds of M, then there exist a nonsingular algebraic set Z and nonsingular algebraic subsets Z,-, i = 1,. . ., fc, of Z such that (M; Af,, . . ., Mk) is diffeomorphic to (Z; Z,, .. ., Zk). We discuss a generalization and the consequences of this result.
1. Introduction. In 1952 Nash proved that every smooth closed manifold is a component of a nonsingular algebraic set1 [N] ; and he conjectured that it can in fact be made a nonsingular algebraic set. In 1973 Tognoli verified this conjecture [T] . We will prove a "relative" version of this result which in particular implies the following: Theorem 1.1. Let M be a closed smooth manifold, and let M¡, i = 1, . . ., k be closed smooth submanifolds of M in general position. Then there is a nonsingular algebraic set Z and nonsingular algebraic subsets Z" i = 1, . . . , k, of Z and a diffeomorphism <j>: M -» Z with ^(M¡) = Z¡, i = I, . . ., k.
Our main motivation for proving this theorem was to prove a converse to the resolution theorem of [H] . The resolution theorem says that: if a closed smooth manifold S is a link of a real algebraic set Z with an isolated singularity (i.e. Z « cone(2)); then 2 bounds a compact smooth manifold W with the property that W has transversally intersecting closed smooth submanifolds M¡, i = 1, . . . , k, with W/ U M¡ « cone(Z) (i.e. U M¡ is a spine of W). W is obtained by successively blowing up the singular point of Z. Now by using Theorem 1.1 we can prove a converse to this. Namely, if we are given 2 bounding such a W; we let M = W u¿ -W; and then by the theorem we can make (M, Mx, . . . , Mk) diffeomorphic to nonsingular algebraic sets (Z, Z,, . . ., Zk). We can then algebraically collapse (blow down) the algebraic subsets Z¡, i = 1, . . . , k of Z to a point. Then we get an algebraic set Z/ U Z( ?» M/ U M¡. In particular this makes cone(2) an algebraic variety. This was outlined in [AK,] . We proved Theorem 1.1 back in 1976 for this purpose. But since then, we have found a quick proof of this theorem under the additional assumption that each M¡ has codimension one [AK2] . We also proved that every bounding manifold 2 must bound a W which has a spine consisting of union of transversally intersecting closed codimension-one submanifolds M¡, i = 1, . . . , k [AK2], [AK3] . Hence in [AK2] we were able to prove the result "2 is a link of an algebraic set with isolated singularity if and only if it bounds" without using Theorem 1.1. But Theorem 1.1 remains interesting because it gives many different ways of making cone(2) an algebraic variety with an isolated singularity. This theorem can be useful for "classifying" all the algebraic sets, with an isolated singularity and a given link 2.
There is an old question whether smooth closed submanifolds of a nonsingular algebraic set are isotopic to nonsingular algebraic subsets. Our theorem says that this can be done if we are allowed to move the ambient algebraic set by an isotopy (to another nonsingular algebraic set). As an application of Theorem 1.1 we prove that the interior of a smooth compact manifold with boundary is diffeomorphic to an open nonsingular algebraic set, which is properly imbedded in R" for some n (Corollary 2.11).
In §2 we give some definitions and lemmas. We often refer to [AK2] for proofs of some of these basic lemmas. We also state the main result (Theorem 2.10) in this section. In §3, we give a quick proof of a weaker version of Theorem 1.1. We recommend that the reader should read this section before reading the main proof in §4. In §2 we make a conjecture which roughly says that up to diffeomorphism Z/2Z homology classes of a nonsingular algebraic set are represented by algebraic subsets; if this conjecture turns out to be true then the proof in §3 can be considered as the main proof. §3 is a good warm-up exercise for §4. Other than Corollary 2.11 the reader can mostly skip §2 and use it as a reference section for definitions and lemmas used in the other sections.
2. Preliminary lemmas. Definition. A real algebraic set is a set V of the form V(I) = {x E R"|p(*) = 0, for all/? E 1} where / is a set of polynomial functions from R" to R.
In this paper "algebraic set" will always mean "real algebraic set". Definition. A point x in an algebraic set V c R* is called nonsingular of dimension d in V if there are polynomials p¡(x), i = 1, . . . , k -d, x E R" and a neighborhood U of x in R* so that p¡( V) = 0 and (i)Fn u= u n nAr.ViO),
(ii) the gradients (Vp¡)x, i = 1, . . • , k -d, are linearly independent on U. We define dim V = max{¿/ | there is an * G V which is nonsingular of dimension d}.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Definition. For an algebraic set V, Nonsing V = {x E F | * is nonsingular of dim V) and Sing V = V -Nonsing V. We say that an algebraic set V is nonsingular if Sing V = 0.
Given a polynomial p: R" -* R of degree d we associate a homogeneous polynomial p*: RxR'^R by p*(t, x) = fp(x/t) = Sf_0 td~%(x) where p¡ is the sum of the monomials of p of degree i. Let 9: R" -» RP" be the imbedding 9(xx, . . . , xn) = (1 : xx : x2 : ■ ■ ■ : xj and let V(p*) c RP" be the projective algebraic set given by the zeros of p*. Then V(p*) n 9(R") = 9(p-\0)). We say that the polynomial p(x) is overt if V(p*) = 9(p~i (0)). This means that p(x) does not "hide" zeros at infinity, or more preciselyp¿l(0) is {0} or empty.
Definition. An algebraic set V is calledprojectively closed if V = p_1(0) for some overt polynomial p(x).
Hence an algebraic set V is projectively closed if and only if 9( V) is a projective algebraic subset of RP". Definition. Let V and W be algebraic sets and let U be an algebraic subset of V. Let W c R". Then a function/: V -U -> W is called a rational function if there are polynomials^: V-> R" and #: F-»R so that ^"'(0) c U and/(x) = p(x)/q(x) for all x E V -U. If U is empty then we call/an entire rational function.
Definition. Let W be a smooth manifold. We say that a finite collection of closed submanifolds Ma c W, a E A are in general position if for each a E A and Next we state a few basic lemmas; they are useful for the main proofs. Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 correspond to Lemmas 2.9, 1.4, 1.6, 1.7, 2.1, 2.2 of [AK2] respectively. Hence we refer the reader to [AK2] for the proofs of these lemmas, except Lemma 2.4, which we prove here. Remark. The isotopy h, covers h" setwise, not pointwise. Lemma 2.2. // U, V, W and X are algebraic sets with X c V and U c W and if f: V-X -+ Wis a rational function, then X u f~\U) is an algebraic set. Furthermore if z E f~l(U) is nonsingular of dimension r in V, and f(z) is nonsingular of dimension s in U and nonsingular of dimension t in W, andf is transverse to U at z, then z is nonsingular of dimension r + s -t in /"'( U).
Lemma 2.3. Let V c R" be an algebraic set and W c Nonsing V be an algebraic subset with dim W = dim V. Then V -W c R" is an algebraic set. Also Sing( V -W) = Sing V unless W = Nonsing V.
Lemma 2.4. Any compact algebraic set V is the zero set of a proper polynomial (proper means that the inverse images of compacta are compact).
Proof. Let F be a compact algebraic set. Let p: R" -> R a polynomial with V = p~l(0). Assumep is not constant, otherwise the lemma is trivial. Let B = {x E R"| \x\ < R); by taking R large enough we can assume that V c int(B). Define 9:
R" -{0} ->R" -{0} by 9(x) = x/\x\2. Note that 9~l = 9. Let q(x) be the poly-
By the Lojasiewicz inequality [L] there are positive numbers b and a so that \q(x)\ > a\x\b for all x G 9(R" -B). Let degree(p) = e, then q(x) = \x\2ep(9(x)).
Hence for all x E R" -B
Hence \p(x)\ > a\x\d for all x G R" -B where d is some number, a is a positive number. Then/>(*)( 1 + |;t|2)l''l + 1 is a proper polynomial whose zero set is V.
Lemma 2.5. Let K c R" be a compact set and L c K be an algebraic set. Let f: R" -» R be a smooth function so that for each p in L there is an algebraic set M containing L with f(x) = 0 for all x in M near p, and p is a nonsingular point of dimension d in M for some d. Then there is a polynomial h: (R", L) -* (R, 0) which is arbitrarily close to f near K (Cr close for a given r). In addition if f has compact support to begin with, then f can be approximated by an entire rational function u: (R", L) -> (R, 0) on all of R" (not just on a compact set K).
Lemma 2.6. Let W be an algebraic set and M be a codimension 1 closed smooth submanifold of Nonsing W which compactly separates W (this means that M separates W into two components and one of these components is compact). Also let L, V be algebraic sets with L C Nonsing V C M. Then there is an arbitrarily small isotopy of M in Nonsing W which fixes L and carries M to a nonsingular algebraic set. If L is projectively closed this isotopy carries M to a nonsingular projectively closed set.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let G(n, k) be the Grassmann manifold of A>planes in R". Let E(n, k) -» G(n, k) be the universal R*-bundle over G(n, k). It is well known that G(n, k) and E(n, k) are nonsingular algebraic sets
where we view the elements of R"* as (n X «)-matrices. Every such matrix A G G(n, k) gives rise to a /c-plane imaged) and conversely to every &-plane we associate the projection matrix onto this plane. Define
It can be checked that E*(n, k) is nonsingular and the projection E*(n, k) -* G(n, k) is the A>sphere bundle obtained from E(n, k) by compactifying each fiber to a sphere. Then u: L^> G(n, k) is given by u = (I -av)aL (this formula says that first project on the plane aL then project onto the complementary plane to <xv in aL), hence u is rational.
Figure 3
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Definition.
An algebraic set X has totally algebraic homology if for every a E Hk(X; Z/2Z) there is a positive integer n and a nonsingular projectively closed /c-dimensional algebraic subset V c X X R" so that ^"([F]) = a where it: K-» X is the induced projection and [V] E Hk(V; Z/2Z) is the fundamental class of V.
Remark. The Schubert cycles are algebraic subsets of G(n, k) which generate the Z/2Z-homology. The Schubert cycles are sometimes singular; but by the following remark G(n, k) has totally algebraic homology (for more details see Lemma 2.7 of
In the above definition we can replace the requirements nonsingular and projectively closed by the requirement that V be compact. This can be seen as follows. Let V be the smallest projective algebraic set containing V. Then V -F is a projective algebraic set, hence dim( V -V) < dim V = k. Therefore V -V c Sing V. By resolving the singularities of V [H] we get a nonsingular /c-dimensional projective algebraic set W c RPm and a rational function r: W ^> V so that /-"'(Nonsing V) is dense in W and r\r~x(Nonsing V) is a diffeomorphism onto Nonsing V. Hence r(W) c V and rJ[W]) = [V]. Let 9: RPm-» G(m + 1, 1) be the canonical isomorphism, the Grassmann variety G(m + 1, 1) is a subvariety of R(m+1)2 then Z = {(r(x), 9(x)) E V X G(m + 1, 1)| x E W} is a nonsingular projectively closed algebraic subset of X X R" X R(m+1) which gives the same homology class as [V], Lemma 2.8. An algebraic set X has totally algebraic homology if and only if every element ofrjt(X) (unoriented bordism group of X) is represented by some m: F-» X where V is a nonsingular projectively closed algebraic subset of X XR" for some n and m is induced by projection.
Proof. Since ev: t?»(A) -h> HJX; Z/2Z) is onto where ev(M^> X) = /JM], one way this proof is trivial. Now assume that X has totally algebraic homology. It is known [CF] that t)+(A) is generated by elements of the form ■"a [/,. X Vj^X with Vt/,X Vj^VjXx where {[/,} generate ^(point) and {ev(aj)} generate Hm(X; Z/2Z). Hence we can assume that Vj is a nonsingular algebraic subset of A X Rm for some m and a7 is induced by the projection. We can assume that U¡ are nonsingular algebraic sets in R" [M] . Then Vj X 1/ c A" X Rm X R" and the projection m^: Vj X Í/, -> A" generate t]JX) as a group. By translating we can make all V¡ X Uj disjoint; since the group operation is disjoint union we are done.
Conjecture. Every compact smooth manifold is diffeomorphic to a nonsingular algebraic set with totally algebraic homology.
If the above conjecture were true, it would be an extremely useful fact. For instance it would allow the simpler proof of our main result (Theorem 2.10) in §3.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 2.9. Let X and W be nonsingular algebraic sets, so X has totally algebraic homology. Let M be a closed smooth submanifold of X and let f: M -» W be a smooth map. Also let L c M be an algebraic set, the germ of M at L be the germ of a nonsingular algebraic set V, and the germ of f at L be the germ of an entire rational function v: K-» W. Then there is an s, an isotopy h, of X X Rs, an algebraic set Z c X X Rs, and an entire rational function r: Z -> W so that
(1) hx(M X 0) is a nonsingular component of Z,
r(x, 0) = fix) for all x E L, (4) ht can be as small as we want, and rhx\Mx0 can be as close an approximation to f as we want (for some choice of Z and r).
Lemma 2.9'. Under the same hypothesis of Lemma 2.9 if in addition we assume that W has totally algebraic homology then in the conclusion we get that Z is a nonsingular algebraic set and hx(M X 0) = Z. Also along with (2), (3), (4) we get (5) If L is projectively closed then Z is projectively closed.
Lemmas 2.9 and 2.9' roughly say that if A is a nonsingular algebraic set with totally algebraic homology (e.g. R") then any closed smooth submanifold M of X can be made a nonsingular algebraic set in A" X R1 for some s; and also a smooth function from M to a nice algebraic set may simultaneously be approximated by a rational function. We give a proof of Lemma 2.9; the proof of Lemma 2.9' is similar but somewhat harder than this proof. See Proposition 2.8 of [AK2] for the proof of Lemma 2.9'.
Proof of Lemma 2.9. Let X and W be nonsingular algebraic subsets of R" and Rm respectively. Let T be a tubular neighborhood of M in X; and let g: T-> E(n, k) be the classifying map of the normal bundle of M in X, where k is the codimension of M in X. Then g has the properties (a) g is transverse to G(n, k),
E(n, k) is a nonsingular algebraic set in Rq for some q, and G(n, k) is a nonsingular algebraic subset of E(n, k). Let N be a neighborhood of L in M; by Lemma 2.7 g\N equals a rational function u. We can extend/ to T by composing/ with projection from T to M; also recall that/I^ equals a rational function v. By Lemma 2.5 we can approximate (/ -v) X (g -u) by a polynomial <f>': (R", L) -► (Rm X Rq, 0) near M. Let <¡> = <b' + (v, u); then <b approximates/ X g near M. Also <b\L = v X u. Now define S = {(x,y) E X X Rm+q\<b(x) + y E W X E(n, k), y is normal to W X E(n, k) at <b(x) + y in Rm+9}. S is an algebraic set. To see this, let p:
Rm+q -► R be a polynomial with p~\0) = W X E(n, k), and by Lemma 2.7 there is a rational function 8: W X E(n, k) -> G(m + q, r), r = codimension of W X E(n, k), which is the normal bundle map of W X E(n, k) c Rm+q. By considering the elements of G(m + q, r) as (m + q) X (m + q) projection matrices onto r planes, we can write S = {(x,y) E X X Rm+q\p(<f>(x) + y) = 0, 8(<b(x) + y) y = y} i.e. S is an algebraic subset of A X Rm+q.
W x E(n. k) Figure 4 Let w: S -* W X E(n, k) be the rational function w(x,y) = <¡>(x) + y. Since for every x G T, <j>(x) is close to IF X E(n, k) there is a unique y(x) so that <¡>(x) + y(x) is the unique closest point to <¡>(x) in IF X E(n, k) (see Figure 4) . Now define j = {(x,y(x)) E S n (T X Rm+q)} then we have: (A) J is an open subset of Nonsing(S).
(B) The function x -» w(x,y(x)) is close to/ XgonT (since.y(x) is small).
Hence by transversality (/ X g)~\W X G(n, k)) -g'\G(n, k)) = M is isotopic to {x E T\w(x,y(x)) EWX G(n,k)} fixing L, which is in turn isotopic to J n w~\W X G(n, k)) fixing L X 0. Let Z = S n w'l(W X G(n, k)) and Z' = J n w^W X G(n, A:)).
Then by Lemma 2.2 all the points of Z' are nonsingular of dimension dim M in Z. Let Z = Sing(Sing( . . . (Sing Z) . . .)) where we take Sing a number of times so that dim Z = dim M. Then notice that Z is an algebraic subset of A" X Rm+« and Z' is a nonsingular component of Z. We have constructed an isotopy h, of M X 0 to Z' which fixes L X 0. To construct the rational function r, let 7r: Rm X Rq -» Rm be the projection then let r = ir ° w. r has the required properties. X x 0 Figure 5 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 2.10 (Main Theorem). Let M be a closed smooth submanifold of a nonsingular algebraic set V with totally algebraic homology. Let M¡, i = 1,2, . . ., k, be closed smooth submanifolds of M in general position. Then there is an arbitrarily small isotopy of V X R" for some n, which simultaneously takes M X 0 and all M j X 0 to nonsingular projectively closed algebraic sets.
Remark. By letting V = Rm we get Theorem 1.1 as a corollary to this theorem. Corollary 2.11. The interior of a compact smooth manifold M with dM ^ 0, is diffeomorphic to a nonsingular algebraic set V which is properly imbedded in R" for some n. Let fix) and g(x) be polynomials with/"'(0) = W, g~\Q) = U Mr Let F(x, t) = fix)2 + (tg(x) -l)2. Then let F~\0) = F c R", n = p + 1. The algebraic set F has the required properties.
/p'(0) Figure 6 3. A quick proof of a special case. We can try to prove Theorem 2.10 by first assuming M to be a nonsingular algebraic subset of F X Rm for some m (by Lemma 2.9') and then isotoping the submanifolds M¡ to nonsingular algebraic subsets of M. This seems to be very difficult at the present time; but if we assume that M has totally algebraic homology then we can achieve this Theorem 3.1. Theorem 3.1 has also a somewhat stronger conclusion than Theorem 2.10, also in Theorem 3.1 M can be noncompact.
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a nonsingular algebraic set with totally algebraic homology, and let M¡, i = \, . . . , k, be closed smooth submanifolds of M in general position. Then there is an arbitrarily small isotopy of M X R" for some n, which simultaneously takes M X 0 and all M¡ X 0 to nonsingular algebraic sets. In addition, this isotopy takes M X 0 to an algebraic set with totally algebraic homology.
Proof. We prove this by induction on k. Assume that Mx, M2, . . ., Mk_x are already nonsingular algebraic subsets of M. Since M has totally algebraic homology by Lemma 2.9' Mk is isotopic to a nonsingular algebraic subset Zk of M X R" by an arbitrarily small isotopy, for some n. By extending this isotopy we can assume that it takes M X 0 to some manifold M' in M X R" such that y(x,y) = ß(x,y)(y -a(x)) + (1 -ß(x,y))p2(x,y)y.
M, x R"
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By inspection y_1(0) = {(x,y) G M X R"\y = a(x)} = M' and y equals the polynomial p2(x, y)y outside of a compact set. By Lemma 2.5 we can C ' approximate y(x,y) -p2(x,y)y by an entire rational function u: (M X R", Zk) -»(RB, 0). This approximation is close on all M X R", not just on a compact set. Hence if we let w(x,y) = u(x,y) + p2(x,y)y, then w is C1 close to y on M X R". Then the properness of p(x, y) insures that w_1(0) is isotopic to y"'(0) = M' by an arbitrarily small isotopy fixing Zk. In particular the nonsingular algebraic set Z = w"'(0) contains Zk. Let Z, = Z n (Af, X R"), /' = \,. . . ,k -1. By transversality each Z, is a nonsingular algebraic subset of Z which is isotopic to M¡.
By Lemma 2.1 we have an isotopy of M carrying Mk to M'k and fixing M¡ for / < k, where M'k is the image of Zk under the projection Zfc c Af X R" -» Af. We follow this isotopy in the R" coordinate to isotop (M, {A/,.}) to (Z, {Z,}).
To finish the theorem we must prove that Z has totally algebraic homology. is the fundamental class of U. Let F c Z X R* be the pullback F = {(x, y, t) E M X R" X Rk\(x,y) E Z, (x, t) E U}. Then F is diffeomorphic to U and irJ[V]) = a where it': F-> Z is induced by the projection M X R" X R*-> M X R".
Hence Z has totally algebraic homology.
4. Proof of Main Theorem. The following lemma basically says that for any given closed smooth manifold M and transversally intersecting closed smooth submanifolds M¡, i = 1, . . . , k, then there is a nonsingular algebraic set Z and transversally intersecting nonsingular algebraic subsets Z" i = 1, . . . , k, such that (Af; Mx, . . ., Mk) is relatively cobordant to (Z; Z" . . . , Zk). In other words, this lemma proves Theorem 2.10 up to cobordism. Then the proof of Theorem 2.10 is done by showing this "cobordism" implies the "isotopy". The idea of the proof of this lemma is similar to that of [A] , where it was shown that for some P.L. (1) dT n T¡ = 37;..
(2) 37" is the disjoint union M u \J ¡ U1 where the U1 are projectively closed nonsingular algebraic subsets of V X R" for some n and I runs over all subsets of {1,2, ...,k). This \f classifies the normal bundle of U¡ in U1.
(7) U1 is empty if (")/<=/ M¡ is empty.
T Figure 9 Proof. After the end of this proof we give a few examples of the construction of T and the Tjs. For any I c {1, . . . , k) let M¡ = C\iel M¡. By convention, Af^ = Af.
We will prove this by induction on the number of subsets I of {1, . . ., k) so that Af7 is nonempty. To start the induction, if Af7 is empty for all subsets then Af = Afî s empty so the claim is true, letting T be the empty manifold. Now take any M and Af, as above. Pick a subset I0 of (1, . . ., k) so that Af7 is Notice that 9\Mx0 = <p. Also if we denote U1" = S+ n U' X .rí""*1)* tnen q\uI(¡ is projection. In addition 35" is the disjoint union of Af X 0, U1" and Af' = (S^ n L X R(m+l)k -À) V (M -È) X \. Let Af/ = Af' n S¡. Then M¡ is empty if Af7 is. Also Af/ is empty. So by induction there are 7", T[, and \p': T' -» F satisfying (l)-(6) (with everything primed and i//|M, = 0M.). Let T = 5" u 7", r¿ -S/ U T¡ and ^ = f u í then we are done. T' (unshaded region) [0,1] 5' (shaded region) Figure 10 As promised, we now give examples of the T and 7,'s constructed in the above proof. We let F be a point so we do not have to mention the maps <p or \p.
Example A. Af = Sl, k = 1, Af, is a point. Then L = Af, and K can be an interval. Í/1 is a circle and Ux is a point. Figure 11 (a) below shows 5". Notice that Af' n Sx' is empty. Now since Af' bounds we may let U* be empty, then Figure  11 (b) shows T. Figure 11 Example B. Let Af = RP2 and let Af, and Af2 be linear subspaces Af, = {(xq : xx : xj)\xi = 0). Then Af ,2 is a point. We let k be an interval. Then U12 is a torus Sl X S1 and t/,12 = Sl X b and U212 = a X S1. M' is the connected sum of a torus and a projective plane. (In fact, Af' is the torus Sl X Sl blown up at the point (a, b), the A/,' are the blowups of the S ' x b and a X S ' and are disjoint.) By representing Af' as a hexagon with sides identified we indicate Af,' and M2 in Figure 12 . Now the normal bundle of each M[ in Af ' is nontrivial, hence we let U' be the nontrivial S1 bundle over S1, i.e., the U' are Klein bottles and the U¡ are circles, the zero sections of these bundles. After glueing these on we are left with an Af" which is in fact S1 X Sl#RP2. Also the Af," are all empty. We cobord the Af " to RP2, say and let Í7* = RP2. Figure 12 Example C. Af = S2, Af, and Af2 are two great circles and Af3 is a point in S2 -(Af, u Af2). Then U123, U13 and U23 must be empty. We may let U3 be a two sphere and t/33 a point in U3. S' is a solid disc with two holes and Af ' is a two sphere and Af,' and Af2 are circles (see Figure 13 ). Since Af,' n M2 is two points, it bounds so we may make U12 empty. We thus add an Sl X Sx X [-1, 1] to our cobordism. Our new Af " is the connected sum of two tori and Af," and Af2" are as in Figure 14 . License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Since Af," and Af2" bound we may make Ul and U2 be empty. We are then left with a surface of genus 2 for Af"' which bounds so we may let U* be empty also. The actual T we have constructed is rather hard to describe, it is the union of two S2 X [0, l]'s, an S1 X S1 x [0, 1], two D2 x S''s and a manifold with boundary Sl X Sl#Sl X S1. The Ti's are easier to describe. T3 is an interval. T, and T2 are each a torus minus a disc. Tx n T2 is an interval (see Figure 15 ).
Figure 15
Proof of Theorem 2.10. Before proceeding with a detailed proof, we give a rough sketch to guide the reader. Using Lemma 4.1 we find a closed smooth submanifold N c F X R" for some n (N is essentially the double of T of Lemma 4.1), and submanifolds N¡ c N, i = I, . . ., k, with the properties that:
(1) Af is a smooth submanifold of N.
(2) There is a projectively closed nonsingular algebraic set U c F X R" with U c N and disjoint from Af.
(3) Af u U is a codimension 1 submanifold of N, which compactly separates N.
(4) TV,, n Af = Af,..
(5) N¡ n U is a nonsingular algebraic set. There is also a technical condition which will appear in the proof, roughly it says that for each / the connected components of U which intersect N¡ are the total space of an "algebraic" sphere bundle over A7, n U.
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